
 

 

 

 

 

 

I. PRONUNCIATION 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. scholarship B. character  C. chaos  D. speech 

2. A. arrived  B. returned  C. studied  D. decided 

3. A. solar  B. power  C. coal   D. biofuel 

Choose the word that has a stress pattern different from the others. 

4. A. donate  B. include  C. promise  D. promote 

5. A. development B. approximate C. environment D. unemployment 

II. VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR 

Choose the best option to complete each of the following sentences. 

6. A(n)________ is a meeting between the leaders of countries to discuss important issues. 

A. declaration  B. summit  C. itinerary  D. spotlight 

7. People often visit Wat Kang, a beautiful temple to pray _______ good health. 

A. for   B. about  C. to   D. of 

8. Kate: Where will we stay at the camp? – Peggy: ____________ 

A. It has modern facilities.   B. You will find it easily. 

C. Probably in a town by the sea.  D. We’ll go there by bus. 

9. In the United States, fossil fuels are the main sources to __________ about 60% of total electricity 

generation in 2020. 

A. produce  B. product  C. producing  D. be produced 

10. Climate scientists are discussing the __________ of the Amazon rainforest deforestation.  

A. complexion  B. complicated C. complexity  D. complex 

11. Jenifer: Increasing tax on fuel would encourage people to use more public transportation. Is it a good 

idea? – Liam: ____________. 

A. Of course, it is B. That’s very cheap C. I have no idea D. I wonder why 

12. Social media __________ is one of the social issues that many people are concerned about. 

A. addict  B. addiction  C. addictive  D. addicted 

13. The local authority should_______ more money in improving the quality of their local products so that 

they can be exported to other countries. 

A. invest  B. waste  C. withdraw  D. reduce 
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14. One of the top _______ in our modern society is that people starting to realize materialism can’t buy 

them happiness. 

A. chances  B. thoughts  C. shows  D. trends 

15. Jack’s motorcycle was stolen yesterday. He___________ it. 

A. should have locked    B. locked 

C. should lock     D. shouldn’t have locked 

16. David __________ fit by doing exercises in the gym twice a week. 

A. makes  B. does  C. seems  D. keeps 

17. Nuts are rich ____________ protein, vitamins and minerals. 

A. with  B. of   C. in   D. for 

Write the correct form of the given words. 

18. Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, and the Philippines were the ________ of ASEAN. (FOUND) 

19. A degree is a document that shows the________ completion of a course. (SUCCESS) 

20. Protecting the forests is essential to help make sure our planet’s __________ development. (SUSTAIN) 

III. READING 

Choose the options that best complete the passage. 

According to a UNESCO's report, recently, there has been an enormous increase (21) ________number of 

overseas Vietnamese students. However, the number of Vietnamese students who receive overseas education 

in an ASEAN country still needs to grow. The SHARE, a programme by EU and ASEAN, also points out that 

(22) ________Vietnam has many students studying abroad, it has the smallest percentage of students pursuing 

their tertiary study in ASEAN compared to (23) ________ASEAN countries. Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar and 

Indonesia are reported to have the largest number of university students in ASEAN countries. Similarly, to 

the question "Which would be your first choice if you (or your child) were offered a (24) ________to a 

university?", only 1.6% of Vietnamese parents chose "an ASEAN country" as an educational destination for 

their children. Their top three choices were the United States, Australia and England. Choosing (25) ________ 

developed nations shows that many Vietnamese families still consider the West as the best destination for 

their children's overseas education. 

21. A. on  B. in   C. for   D. at 

22. A. despite  B. because of  C. although  D. because 

23. A. other  B. another  C. others  D. the other 

24. A. degree  B. promise  C. facility  D. scholarship 

25. A. Such  B. So   C. Many  D. More 

Read the passage and circle the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the best answer to each of the following 

questions. 
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Global warming is the phenomenon of a gradual increase of the Earth's average temperature due to the rise of 

greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere. These gasses like carbon dioxide and methane escape into the air and 

act like a warm blanket over the Earth to prevent some of the heat from escaping into space, which keeps our 

planet warm enough for plants, animals and humans to live in. This is known as the greenhouse effect. 

However, there's a problem when people all over the world are adding extra carbon dioxide to the atmosphere 

by burning fossil fuels like oil and coal for our everyday and industrial activities. 

Global warming leads to some serious changes on Earth. For example, the sea levels are rising. Every year, 

the sea rises another 0.13 inches (3.2 mm.). This is mostly due to a combination of melted water from glaciers 

and ice sheets and thermal expansion of seawater as it warms. 

The rising sea levels have a profound impact on our oceans and marine life. They are changing the distribution 

of fish stocks and their food. The rising sea levels can also have devastating effects on coastal habitats farther 

inland with destructive erosion, wetland flooding, soil contamination with salt and habitat loss for fish, birds 

and plants. 

Using less fossil fuel to limit the amount of carbon released to the air is considered as the best way to slow 

down global warming. However, it is hard to do as our modern life mainly relies on non-renewable energy. 

Therefore, by driving less, turning down the heat and air conditioning, and using more solar, wind and 

hydroelectric power, we can all reduce greenhouse gasses and help fight global warming. 

26. Which of the following statements is NOT TRUE according to the passage? 

A. The increase of greenhouse gasses in the atmosphere makes the Earth warmer. 

B. Carbon dioxide helps to release the Earth's heat. 

C. The burning of oil and coal releases carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. 

D. Global warming is the warming of the Earth's temperature. 

27. What does the word "devastating" in paragraph 2 refer to? 

A. harmful  B. careful  C. wonderful  D. plentiful 

28. What does global warming cause? 

A. a reduction of sea level   B. carbon dioxide 

C. a leap of sea level    D. a decrease in ocean temperatures 

29. What do the rising sea levels affect? 

A. sea life     B. a stability of sea level 

C. industrial activities    D. fossil fuel 

30. Which of the following statements is NOT MENTIONED in the passage? 

A. Greenhouse gasses prevent the heat from escaping into space. 

B. Too much carbon dioxide to the atmosphere becomes a matter to the Earth's atmosphere. 

C. Soil contamination is a result of global warming. 

D. Renewable energy is cheaper than fossil fuels. 

IV. WRITING 



 

 

Complete the second sentences so that they mean the same as the first using the given words in brackets. 

31. I would prefer to study abroad. (RATHER) 

=> I ______________________________________. 

32. Going to study in Europe is very expensive. (MUCH) 

=> Going to study in Europe costs _________________. 

33. We left the movie theater early because the film was too boring. (SO) 

=> The film___________________________________. 

34. The charity dance raised a lot of money, so it was really successful. (SUCH) 

=> It was_____________________________________. 

35. American universities have a lot of scholarships for international students. (SO) 

=> There are __________________________________. 

V. LISTENING 

Listen to a man talking about street beggars in Ho Chi Minh City and decide whether the following 

statements are T (True) or F (False). 

36. Giving money is a good way to support beggars. 

37. Telling touching stories is a form of begging. 

38. Some beggars don't want to get medical help. 

39. Begging should be supported in every society. 

40. Social protection centers provide beggars with jobs. 

 

---------------------THE END--------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


